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Duel links duelist challenge 5 july 2020

Table of event details For a limited time only, new duel quizs will be available. Complete the special challenges available at Duel School for exclusive cards, gems and other rewards! You can only get each reward once. All duel quizs have the same goal, which is to use the cards given to you and win at this turn! This section contains spoilers for answers to quiz. Don't read further if you prefer not to know the
answers. Challenge Guide (December 29, 2020 - January 3, 2021) Event Information A new challenge will be added over a #3 Challenge time period: Departure from 30 December 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from 31 December 13:00 Challenge #5: Departure from 1 January 1 13:00 ChallengesRewardsChallenge reward event #1Gems x10Challenge #2R Ticket x1Challenge #3Gems x20Challenge
#4Challenge #5Gems x20 Challenge #1 Challenge #2 Activate the Superheavy Samurai Wagon effect to search for Superheavy Samurai Soulpiercer from your Deck. Normal Summon Soulpiercer and Xyz Summon the Soul of Silvermountain with Soulpiercer and Wagon. Activate the Silvermountain effect by detaching Silvermountain Wagon to seal the game card on your opponent's field. Attack Machine
Attacker with Silvermountain then activates its effect to summon special Wagon from your graveyard, then directly attack with it for victory. Challenge #3 activate rock bombardment to send Gogogo Golem from your deck and deal 500 damage to your opponent. Normally summon giant gogogo and activate its effect at the special Gogogo Golem summoning of your graveyard. Xyz Summons Gagaga Cowboy in
attack position using Giant and Golem and then activates the first Cowboy effect. Activate Oni-Gami Combo on Cowboy and attack both monsters with Cowboy for victory. Challenge #4 normal summoning hammer and then invoke special shark stickers by activating the effect of shark stickers. Activate Lemuria, the forgotten city effect to make hammer shark and shark stickers level becomes level 5 and 4.
Activate the Hammer Shark effect with your hand's special Wind-Up Shark summoning. Activate the Wind-Up Shark effect to increase its level becomes 4 then Xyz Summon Number 32: Shark Drake using Hammer Shark, Shark Stickers, and Wind-Up Shark. Attack Toon Alligator with Shark Drake and activate the Shark Drake effect at the toon Alligator Special Summon and then attack him again for victory.
Challenge #5 Challenge Guide (3 Sept 2020 - 8 September 2020) Event Information New Challenge will be added over a time period Challenge #3: Departure from 4 September 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from 5 September 13:00 Challenge #5: Departure from 6 September #5 Challenge: Departure from 6 September 13:00 #5 Challenge: Departure from 6 September 13:00 Challenge #5: Departure from 6
September 2020 Challenge #4: Departure at From 5 September 13:00 #5 Challenge: Departure from 6 September 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from 5 September 13:00 Challenge #5: Departure from 13:00 September 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from 5 September 13:00 Challenge #5: 13:00 ChallengesRewardsChallenge Reward Event #1Gems x10Challenge #2R Ticket x1Challenge #3Gems
x20Challenge #4Challenge #5Gems x20 Challenge #1 Ritual Summon Demise, King of Armageddon with End of the World by sending two Insect Knights from your hand to the cemetery. Turn on the half effect to destroy all Opponent's card then Special Summon Doom Dozer by banishing two Insect Knight from your graveyard. Attack first with Demise and then Doom Dozer directly for victory. Challenge #2
activate the shallow grave to summon Empress Mantis from your graveyard in a face-to-earth position. Normal Knight of Invocation Inference. Attack first with Infernity Knight at 1 of the Winged Dragon, Guardian of the #1 Fortress. Activate the Infernity Knight effect at the special summoning itself by rejecting 2 Infernity Avengers from your hand. Attack with Infernity Knight at the second Winged Dragon and then
summon special Infernity Avenger by activating its own effect. Attack with Infernity Avenger to gaap the Divine Soldier and force him to activate his effect to change Empress Manante in the ATK face-to-face position. Attack with Empress Mante to gaap the Divine Soldier then activate the 2 Avenger effect and invoke special from the graveyard. Attack directly with The Victory Calculator. Challenge #3 Challenge
#4 Challenge #5 Challenge Guide (July 24 - July 30, 2020) Event Information New Challenge will be added over a time period Challenge #3: Departure from July 25 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from July 26 13:00 Challenge #5: Start from July 25 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from 26 July 13:00 Challenge #5: Start from 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from 26 July 13:00 Challenge #5: Departure from 13:00
Challenge #4: Departure from 26 July 13:00 Challenge #5: Departure from 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from 26 July 13:00 Challenge #5: Departure from 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from 26 July 13:00 Challenge #5: Departure from 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from 26 July 13:00 Challenge 26 July 13:00 Challenge #5: Departure from 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from 26 July 13:00 Challenge #5:
Departure from 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from 26 July 13:00 Challenge #5:2 July 13:00 ChallengesRewardsChallenge Event Rewards #1Gems x10Challenge #2R Ticket x1Challenge #3Gems x20Challenge #4Challenge #5Gems x20 Challenge #1 Normal Summon Speedroid Double Yoyo and activate its effect at the Special Invocation Speedr Red-Eyed Diced Cemetery. Turn on Red-Eyes Dice to make
Double Yoyo level 5. Synchro Summon Hi-Speedroid Kendama and activate its effect to deal 500 damage to your opponent by banishing 1 Speedroid monster from your graveyard. Attack directly with Kendama for victory. Challenge #2 Challenge #3 Challenge #4 Special Summon Primitive Butterfly from you. The normal invocation inference ladybug then activates its effect to the other special 2 infernity beetle of
your deck. Synchro Summon the ancient fairy dragon by sending the primitive butterfly and infernity beetle to the cemetery. Activates the ancient fairy dragon effect to destroy Necrovalley. Synchro Summon Vermillion Dragon Mech by sending the Old Fairy Dragon and the Infernity Beetle to the Cemetery. Destroy 1 copy of Gravekeepers Priestess using the vermillion effect Mech. Specially summon two cemetery
beetles by sending the infernity thrower to the cemetery. Attack another copy of Gravekeepers Priestess with 1 Infernity Beetles and then attack directly with Vermillion Dragon Mech for victory. Challenge #5 Challenge Guide (May 26 - May 31, 2020) Event Information New Challenge will be added over a time period Challenge #3: Departure from May 27 13:00 Challenge #4: Departure from May 28 13:13 00
Challenge #5: Departure from May 29 13:00 ChallengesRewardsChallenge Event Rewards #1Gems x10Challenge #2R Ticket x1Challenge #3Gems x20Challenge x20Challenge #5Gems x20 Challenge #1 Challenge #2 Activez machina fortress to throw Machina Megaform from your hand to the special summoning fortress. Activate Ballista Squad and Fortress tribute to destroy Seiyaryu on your opponent's field.
Then, activate the Megaform effect to the special summoning itself by banishing Fortress from your graveyard. Normal Summon Machina Soldier and attack with Megaform and Soldier for victory! Challenge #3 Challenge #4 Hot New Top Max Amit 22 days ago In Duelist Challenges. How do I get the dark burning attack from this? Anonymous (Amit maximov) Anonymous 22 days ago Answer You can no longer
Anonymous Damage that we can not hear NATOOSHIMI WA KORE KARA DA for challenge #4 lol Anonymous Reply lol Anonymous Wow, the description of the X-Saber one is the biggest freakin' liar. Anonymous Oui Konami lied to use. We should use synchro in Barkion instead of Hyunlei. Anonymous Anonymous, I think Konami has done a good job of paying attention to card descriptions so as not to miss the
timing. The monster X-saber Synchro clearly says when instead of if lenovogreeceg770 obelisk is here ... now slifer and ra mat remains Anonymous gameA why does this page contain solutions from months ago? Anonymous anonymously answer this. I think the solution for previous duellist challenges should not be kept in this page, it only clutters the page with useless information. Anonymously agree with this.
It's not like they're going to repeat all these old puzzles anyway, because they've never been repeated until now. Anonymous Duel Links is a game used for espionage by the CIA and the Pentagon, after World War II, Japan became a puddle of American pets, since then they have been creating technology to spy, manipulate, idiot and make their enemies (people who tell the truth) look like terrorists, when there
are little boys who play the game produced by the CIA and think it is a genius because their parents who also indirectly work to support THE CIA plans support him, there are children in other parts of the world who can not buy food, all this is a manipulation program created by Israeli Jews in partnership with the people who command the United States , and the European and Japanese aristocracy, they always
manipulate with news like the Corona virus to denigrate the image of China, terrorism to get their dirty hands on the people of the Middle East, protests in Hong Kong, so they control the government there so they the government of China, manipulate the Chinese people against the CCP party, all this criminal organization that meets every year at the biuldberg club to decide what will be the next game as a duel
links that will manipulate stupid children around the world, that's the reality you want, useful idiot accept it or not, you're just a puppet in an international political war Anonymous response uwu fix your grammar guy's anonymous response You're lagging behind, right? Anonymous Anonymous Reply Isn't an old copypasta of like, 2018 lol 'lol' Anonymous Reply And yes, it's an Anonymous troll September 2020
Challenge #3 needs clarification. Step 3 should state: When the opponent activates the trap hole in the flood gate, follow up the urgent adjustment... instead of just, Activate Urgent Tuning... Anonymous Anonymous Reply Yes, but the opponent still activates Floodgate, regardless of what you do. Anonymous The infernity calculator puzzle has been the most difficult since the mermail whale one. There's a long
time between the two. Anonymous Anonymous Reply Well, they're back to easy puzzles with the X-Saber so it looks like the second one was the hardest this time. Anonymous Anonymous Answer yes that one. I ended up having to cheat by looking up internet guide. I don't need a guide to #1 and #3. Anonymous Anonymous Reply And Legend/KoG ranks as if you claim to have more skills than us in this game.
This proves once again that to reach KoG or above, you only need money, no skills. Anonymous Anonymous Answer Fortunately here, there are no color names so no red names shouting in all the caps that they are the best. The second puzzle was probably difficult for all ranks. Challenge #5 just in case someone needs help 1. Call normal pegasus and place Topaz Tiger in the S/T zone, place Pegasus in the
S/T zone after it is destroyed. 2. Activate the effect of the crystalline conclave and summon special Amber Mammooth, Crystall Conclave chain, target Amber Mammoth and Slifer 3. Activate Crystal Beacon, Do NOT use the Pegasus 4 effect. Attack with the 3 Monsters Anonymous (Challenge #5) Anonymous Response Thank you :D Anonymous The guy who posted the following message: Konami is a mafia and
............ ------------------------------------ This guy is angry because Magic the Gathering Arena died after 5 months, (probably the biggest flop of 2019) What a huge life lesson, this game was killed because the entire player base noticed the dark marketing program perpetrated by organized crime against Yu-Gi-Oh! Duel links. This mafia used to post p0rnography all over GameA. What a sad day for the UK, the British
should get rid of this pack of gangsters. All the info in this picture: this guy is just trying to discredit his own crimes. The perfect example of a pitiful man. Anonymous Anonymous Reply LOL they suck so much Anonymous, it's Answer, I know, that CIA spammer has a flaw in his head. Anonymous Anonymous Reply What do you babling about? MtG Arena is still going strong. They even regularly celebrate
tournaments with real money as prizes. I agree people who make outrageous claims against DL are do c h e s, but that's no reason to cast a shadow at MtG Arena either. slasher00x Im I the only one who can not check on the side deck or cemetery in duel is it part of the challenge? Anonymous (slasher00x) Anonymous Reply hmm Seto Kaiba loves this event. Anonymous Anonymous Reply lol, it's nice. But
konami still makes troll challenges... and I don't want to be trolled. Anonymous Anonymous Reply, you just have to read the maps anonymous anonymous reply, I think the guy can solve the quiz. It just so happens that I don't want to be a victim of Konami pranks :P Anonymous (Seto Kaiba) Anonymous Response is dope man Page 2 Content Table Updated Gouki Decklist Information Updated. Gadget Decklist
Added. Thunder Dragon Decklist Updated. Gouki and Thunder Dragon are promoted to Level 2 deck. Blue-Eyes Synchro is promoted to Level 3 deck. Blackwing Synchro, Cyber Dragon and Invoked Neos are downgraded to Tier 3 Deck. Crystron, Masked HERO, Megalith and Shiranui Synchro are removed from the level list. Blue-Eyes Synchro Decklist Update. New decks / updated Gouki Deck Gadget Deck
Thunder Dragon Deck Blue-Eyes Synchro Deck Ritual Beast Beast Digital Bug Deck Star Seraph Deck Hieratic Dragon Deck tier list NOTES The GameA level list is mainly based on king of games decks submitted by users. Level list decks in Levels 1 and 2 are those that are known to have achieved good success against other decks/players. Meta decks Meta decks are decks that are often commonly used by
PvP players. Meta decks will often change according to new maps or strategies, so we will continue to update this page often to keep everyone informed of the new decks. Level 0 level 0 decks are decks that completely dominate a meta and you play either the same deck or a deck that counterattacks it completely (but loses to almost any other deck). No deck can currently be classified as tier 0 level 1 These
decks are very well rounded. They have ways of dealing with almost all bridges and have very few weaknesses themselves. DesperadoTier1CostPremium Noble KnightTier1CostExpensive Quick chartDeckCostTierDesperadoPremium1Noble KnightExpensive1 Tier 2 decks have a little more weaknesses than level 1 decks but your opponent needs to draw them from the start. GoukiTier2CostExpensive Ritual
BeastTier2CostBudget - Dear Thunder DragonTier2CostExpensive WitchcraftTier2CostExpensive Tier 3 These decks are very strong but have either a big or a lot of weaknesses. Blackwing SynchroTier3CostExpensive Blue-Eyes SynchroTier3CostExpensive Cyber DragonTier3CostExpensive Invoked NeosTier3CostPremium The Weather PainterTier3CostExpensive TriamidTier3CostBudget High Potential
These bridges have great potential as a high-level decklist. FAST chart KOG Worthy and Other Note: To view worthy decklists and other KOGs, please click on the link below: Regarding comments on this page A forum on this page is to discuss not your decks, but the list of levels of Duel Links and meta current. If you need help building a better platform, please visit the Deck Advice forum. We're enjoy your
understanding. Inappropriate comments will be deleted without notice. Hot New Top Anonymous 20 hours ago a few days ago, someone posted a link to the list of Japanese levels. But I forgot on which page. Can someone share the link again? Thank you Anonymous Anonymous 19 hours ago Reply You mean this one?
E9%81%8A%E6%88%AF%E7%8E%8B%E3%83%87%E3%83%A5%E3%82%A8%E3%83%AB%E3%83%AA%E3%83%B3%E3%82%AF%E3%82%B9/%E3%83%A9%E3%83%B3%E3%82%AD%E3%83%B3%E3%82%B0/%E6%9C%80%E5%BC%B7%E3%83%87%E3%83%83%E3%82%AD%E3%83%AC%E3%82%B7%E3%83%94%E3%83%A9%E3%83%B3%E3%82%AD%E3%83%B3%E3%82%B0.html
Anonymous Anonymous 19 hours ago Reply must bookmark! Anonymous Anonymous 19hour there's answer Yes, thank you Anonymous 18 hours ago Reply to what a strange connection I'll be honest with you, I thought it was kind of a drag at first glance, but it wasn't anonymous 14 days ago The only bridge I think shouldn't be on the Megalith list since I haven't seen any of them and no megalith deck were in
the Previous kog list Anonymous Beaver 2 days ago Answer Just play any level 1/2 deck and replace/add a beaver warrior in it anonymous (Beaver) Beaver Support 2 days ago Reply add 3 copies and it will be called Beaver Warrior deck ft. (insert the name of the bridge) engine. Anonymous (Beaver Support) Anonymous 2 days ago Reply I can already see the YouTube video: BEAVER WARRIOR OTK DECK
(ft. Neos-Invoked-Ritual-Beast Engine) Anonymous Beaver Mechanic 2 days ago Answer This is not an engine, but 2000 IQ gear! Anonymous 14 days ago, all meta was renewed, but we didn't have to get new decks, a little cool Anonymous Anonymous 6 days ago Answer Even if we get it, we'll all cry because iTs OpResIvE aNd BuSTed Anonymous 3 days ago Response double cup of ace is still popped
anonymous 5 days ago Only 1 budget bridge now we can't get meta decks of miniboxes? Anonymous Anonymous 4 days ago Answer if you play the game regularly for at least a year, even as a PURE F2P, you can easily build 2-3 expensive decks listed above. GEM management, as ALWAYS. I proved it. Anonymous Anonymous 4 days ago Reply F2p for 2 years and I have over 10 bridges with me. Some
people just spend all the gems on the garbage packets and then start complaining about everything. Anonymous Anonymous 4 days ago Answer But by the time you build the bridges those that are no longer good Anonymous Anonymous 3 days ago Answer Ah, the struggles of f2p. That's why Saved f2p gems for all staples, but I don't have a deck to play them. Anonymous 5 Days ago Blue Eyes is level 2 i
Guess Anonymous Gamea level list is the actual level list unlike the side deck level list of dual links meta 'l'l' Anonymous Reply I won't be able to use them if I don't have all the cards anyway. Knowing how to play doesn't necessarily mean I want to use them. It's a one-dimensional mind. Lla Lla can also be useful for understanding how to counter the particular deck, or for finding more efficient builds. Anonymous
Anonymous 18 days ago Is there a list of Japanese levels? Anonymous Anonymous 14 days ago Reply ok hater 'lt;Anonymous Anonymous 6 days ago Answer yes DLM take the side bridge into account, but ... side decking is something they invent! We don't have a side bridge when we climb rank for KoG or climb rank in the KC Cup. Dr.Agon 11 days ago Cyber Dragon Level 2 ... Triamids, weather painters and
level 3 megaliths... What a joke from a list of levels. Anonymous (Dr.Agon) Anonymous 10 days ago Reply These bridges are really good. Maybe you don't know how they work anonymous 10 days ago Probably salty answer that the bridge it uses doesn't appear in the Anonymous list 14 days ago the new hieratic deck seems level to be honest; Anonymous Anonymous 12day there's hieratic answer turn 1: pass
Anonymous Anonymous 12 days ago Reply nothing else to say Anonymous Anonymous 11 days ago Monster is not played by hieratic deck, but in TD or BE. enough said. In addition, it is useless on Turn 1. Infinite Ray 14days guys said last box was bad, but at least two bridges are top level today thanks to it 'Anonymous 'l'lt; Anonymous (infinite ray) Anonymous 12 days ago Answer What bridges are you talking
about? Noble Knight was already meta before this poor boy box 15 days ago Why is this list so different from DuelLinksMeta? How do you classify decks? Anonymous (poor boy) Anonymous 15 days ago DLM Response is based on their own tournaments that include their own format (with Side Decks). I do not know what this list of levels is based on. Anonymous (poor boy) YEET 15 days ago Answer There are
NOTES it is said that the GameA level list is mainly based on king of games decks submitted by users. Anonymous (YEET) Anonymous 15 days ago Answer And that, in my opinion, makes this list of levels more reliable Anonymous 15 days ago Too many levels 3 bridges ... What a waste of a list of levels. Anonymous Anonymous there are 14days Awesome Answer anyway, this means that many bridges are
very, very competitive duel pro links The gamea level list actually follows the scale and format of dual links where duel links meta tier list is just the best of the 3 formats gamea wins here, we need the kc cup and the worlds level list not the best of 3 side deck b 'lt' Anonymous ( Duel links pro) Anonymous response There is actually no reason for a tierlist scale because you can reach kog with basicially any deck
and this whole format is not competitive. Anonymous (Duel pro links) Anonymous response yes, the problem with the DLM level list is that it is determined by their own tournament, hence why the level list often changes because it is based on which deck just happens to win the tournament at the time, instead of what is actually meta in Duel Links. Anonymous response A tierlist is only useful for competitive
games and kog kog isn't even a little anonymous response anonymous not to mention the bull  side platform. .
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